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Abstract— Here I has given the Comparative Survey of
Unix, Linux and Windows 7 Operating System. First in
brief I has given their history. Then compared their Design
principles and then compared the Security provided by
Unix, Linux and Windows 7 O.S. Finally i illustrate the
comparison between Unix and Linux and then between
Unix/Linux and Windows 7. By these Comparative
Review Linux is found to be most secure O.S. and Open
Source since it is available freely. Thus becoming the
more Popular than Unix.
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1. History
1.1 UNIX O.S.
 First developed in 1969 by Ken Thompson and Dennis
Ritchie of the research group at bell laboratories;
incorporated features of other operating systems,
especially multics
 The third version was written in c, which was
developed at bell labs specifically to support unix
 The most influential of the non-bell labs and non-at&t
unix development groups — university of california at
berkeley (berkeley software distributions - BSD)
 4BSD unix resulted from darpa funding to develop a
standard unix system for government use
 developed for the VAX, 4.3BSD is one of the most
influential versions, and has been ported to many other
platforms
1.2 LINUX O.S.
 Linux is a modern, free operating system based on
UNIX standards
 First developed as a small but self-contained kernel in
1991 by Linus Torvalds, with the major design goal of
UNIX compatibility
 Its history has been one of collaboration by many users
from all around the world, corresponding almost
exclusively over the Internet
 It has been designed to run efficiently and reliably on
common PC hardware, but also runs on a variety of
other platforms

 The core Linux operating system kernel is entirely
original, but it can run much existing free UNIX
software, resulting in an entire UNIX-compatible
operating system free from proprietary code Many,
varying Linux Distributions including the kernel,
applications, and management tools
1.3 WINDOWS 7
 32-bit preemptive multitasking operating system for
Intel microprocessors
 Key goals for the system:
o portability
o security
o POSIX compliance
o multiprocessor support
o extensibility
o international support
o compatibility with MS-DOS and MS-Windows
applications
 Uses a micro-kernel architecture
 Windows 7 is evolved after Windows Vista. Its detail
evolution sequence is as follows.
o Windows 1.0
o Windows 2.0
o Windows 3.0
o Windows 3.1
o Windows 95
o Windows 4.0
o Windows 98
o Windows 2000
o Windows XP
o Windows Vista
o Windows 7
 For Windows 7 current release of Windows, Microsoft
learned its mistakes with Vista and created an
operating system with speed, stability and minimal
system requirements. Microsoft ditched the gadget bar
from Vista, replacing it with a cleaner feel. This
version was released in 2009.

2. Design Principles
2.1 UNIX O.S.
 Designed to be a time-sharing system
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 Has a simple standard user interface (shell) that can be
replaced
 File system with multilevel tree-structured directories
 Files are supported by the kernel as unstructured
sequences of bytes
 Supports multiple processes; a process can easily
create new processes
 High priority given to making system interactive, and
providing facilities for program development
2.2 LINUX O.S.
 Linux is a multiuser, multitasking system with a full
set of UNIX-compatible tools
 Its file system adheres to traditional UNIX semantics,
and it fully implements the standard UNIX networking
model
 Main design goals are speed, efficiency, and
standardization
 Linux is designed to be compliant with the relevant
POSIX documents; at least two Linux distributions
have achieved official POSIX certification
 The Linux programming interface adheres to the SVR4
UNIX semantics, rather than to BSD behavior

The open source community delivers faster because it
does not have to go through the endless development
cycles of commercial-based operating systems.

4. Illustration
Here I have illustrated the difference between Unix, Linux
and Windows 7 Operating System. Linux is an open
source, free to use operating system widely used for
computer hardware and software, game development,
tablet PCS, mainframes etc. Unix is an operating system
commonly used in internet servers, workstations and PCs
by Solaris, Intel, HP etc.

Table 1: Illustration showing comparison between LINUX and
UNIX Operating System

Linux

What is it?

2.3 WINDOWS 7








Extensibility
Portability
Reliability
Compatibility
Performance —WINDOWS 7 subsystems can
communicate with one another via high-performance
message passing
o Preemption of low priority threads enables the
system to respond quickly to external events
o Designed for symmetrical multiprocessing
International support — supports different locales via
the national language support (NLS) API.

3. Threats and Security
Both of the operating systems are vulnerable to bugs
but Linux is far more responsive in dealing with the
threats. Linux incorporated many of the same
characteristics and functions found in UNIX, including the
segmentation of the user domain in a multi-user
environment, the isolation of tasks in a multi-tasking
environment,
a
password
system
that
can
be encrypted and/or located remotely and much more. As
Linux is an open system OS, the bugs can be reported by
anyone in the user/developers forum, and within days it
can be fixed. But for UNIX, this is not the case, and user
has to wait for a while, to get the proper bug fixing patch.
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Unix

Linux is an

Unix is an operating

example of Open

system that is very

Source software

popular in

development and

universities,

Free Operating

companies, big

System (OS).

enterprises etc.

Linux can be

Different flavors of

freely distributed,

Unix have different

downloaded

cost structures

freely, distributed

according to vendors

through
magazines, Books
Cost

etc. There are
priced versions for
Linux also, but
they are normally
cheaper than
Windows.
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developed by a group
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threat detection
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developed the
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Inception
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community driven
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LINUX in 1992.
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Table 2: Illustration showing comparison between UNIX / LINUX
& WINDOWS 7 Operating System
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Microsoft
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operating
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source
Update method
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Available
language(s)
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Multilingual
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GNU/Free
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All

PowerPC:
versions 1.0 - NT
4.0; DEC Alpha:

Windows Update

Multi Terminal

--

Terminal
Windows

5.

named Windows
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Conclusions

Here I have given the Comparative Review of Unix,
Linux and Windows 7 Operating System. First given the
history, then compared their Design principles and then
compared the Security provided by Unix, Linux and
Windows 7 O.S. Finally I illustrate the comparison
between Unix and Linux and then between Unix/Linux
and Windows 7. Linux is an open source, free to use
operating system widely used for computer hardware and
software, game development, tablet PCS, mainframes
etc. Unix is an operating system commonly used
in internet servers, workstations and PCs by Solaris, Intel,
HP etc. The Unix and Linux are more secure operating
System than Windows 7. But among Unix and Linux, the
Linux is found to be Most Secure than unix as well as
Windows 7.
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